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Buy in Brunswick, your way 
4 Ballarat St., delivered by Assemble Futures,  
is located in the heart of Brunswick—one of 
Melbourne’s most socially, creatively and culturally 
diverse neighbourhoods.

Inspired by the history of Brunswick and its  
unique spirit of inclusivity, progress and opportunity, 

4 Ballarat St. offers a range of accessible, quality 
apartments, in a place designed for connection.

Assemble Futures residents can settle in, rent for five 
years, and have the option to buy their home at the end 
of the lease period. 

All the while, we’ll be there with a range of 
initiatives designed to support you to reach your  
savings target. 

A new way 
home
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External facade – artist impression only
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Own
Rent while you save to buy
Assemble Futures offers a more accessible pathway to 
owning a home, that bridges the gap between renting  
and buying.

We support you on a path toward home ownership by 
enabling you to move in and rent your apartment for five 
years, while you save to buy it. 

We protect you from shifts in the property market,  
by offering a fixed price on your home, and giving you  
a set target to save towards. 

Who is it for?
Assemble Futures is for anyone wanting to take 
ownership of their future today and jump on the 
property ladder sooner.

We’re for first home buyers, renters looking for a 
secure, long-term next step, young families wanting 
to plant their roots, and anyone seeking a high quality, 
sustainable apartment, and a community to call their own.

Why seven years? That’s the average time most people 
living in Australia require to save for a home deposit.

When you sign up, we’ll support you on your 
savings journey, with free (opt-in) financial coaching.

We spend on average around two years building your 
home, while you begin to save.

After two years, move in, rent your apartment for the 
next five years, while we continue to support you on 
your savings journey. Initiatives such as bulk-buying on 
everyday essentials through sustainable suppliers will 
further ensure you’re well-positioned to purchase your 
home at the end of the lease period.

Fast-forward five years. Time to make it your own! 
Choose to take up the option to purchase for the original 
fixed price in your contract, or hand back the keys if love 
or life take you elsewhere.

We build 
your home 
for approx.  

2 years 

5 years 
renting

7 years
to save for  

deposit

Your pathway home 
Meet with the Assemble team, and find your ideal home.
Sign your lease, with agreed rent for five years. Leases are 
renewed every 12 months, so if life takes you elsewhere, 
you have the flexibility to leave at the end of your lease 
period (after giving notice).

Sign your contract of sale, locking in the purchase 
price of your home. This gives you the option, not the 
obligation, to purchase at the end of the five-year  
lease term.

Artist impression. 

your
future
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A place that tells a story
Created by Fieldwork Architects, with landscapes by 
Rush Wright Associates, Ballarat St. will be thoughtfully 
restored from its industrial past to feature 171 quality, 
sustainable apartments.

Inspired by Brunswick
Retaining the scale, feel and character of its previous 
form—and the buildings surrounding it, 4 Ballarat 
St. picks up on the distinctive qualities of Victorian, 
Edwardian, Post-War and industrial buildings that 
characterise the suburb. 

From its saw-tooth roofs, red brick facade, 
corrugated metal, bluestone and concrete—the building 
nods to the diverse streets of Brunswick.

Lobby entrance – artist impression only

A building that 
marks the  

passage of time
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Ovens Street – artist impression only

Rooftop pavillion – artist impression only

A greener view
While designing the landscapes at 4 Ballarat St.,  
our partners at Rush Wright Associates have carefully 
considered how green spaces can contrast and cushion 
the building’s facade, while inspiring neighbours to 
come together outside.

A series of narrow, landscaped spaces on the ground 
have been maximised as a great place to gather in the 
sun, and they’re also a beautiful design feature—when 
gazed upon through the building’s atrium.
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Lobby entrance – artist impression only

Open walkways and sunny nooks
Enter from Ballarat St. through a carefully restored 
facade, and you’re greeted by a lushly planted entrance 
space featuring native tropical plants, mosaic tiling,  
and peach-coloured concrete paving—details inspired  
by the original 60s exterior detailing.

Throughout the central building, you’ll find a fully 
landscaped open air walkway, with an abundance of 
seating nooks, and opportunities for neighbours to meet 
and hang out.

At the northern end is a communal landscaped  
space, shaded by an overhead pergola, and the dappled 
light of large canopy trees. Ask the landscape designers  
and they’ll tell you, this is the best place to catch the 
northern sun.
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Food and cultural institutions
When it comes to Melbourne’s great eat-streets,  
Sydney Road is high on the list. Here you’ll find icons 
like Tiba’s—a Lebanese restaurant established in 1983, 
that still offers great-tasting, quality food, in a family-
friendly, fun, and fancy-free environment. 

Life in Brunswick wouldn’t be the same without 
a trip to Mediterranean Wholesalers—a sprawling 
Italian supermarket featuring some of the city’s tastiest 
imported goods. 

Meander further up Sydney Road to the famous,  
low-cost A1 Bakery, a family business established in 
1992, where you can sample their famous za’atar pizza, 
and stock up on Middle Eastern groceries.

Then there’s Victoria Street, where you’ll discover 
even more wholesale food retailers and small providores 
sharing the flavours of their homelands. 

Brunswick’s live music scene, and its many choices in 
cafes, restaurants and bars are no secret. But that isn’t  
all there is to love about the neighbourhood.

Parks, baths and places to play
You’ll be within walking distance of great  
outdoor and recreational activity areas, including 
Clifton Park, Gilpin Reserve, A G Gillion Oval,  
and Brunswick Baths. 

The expansive Clifton Park has been designed to  
cater to a wide range of sports—featuring a basketball 
court, cricket pitch and a soccer field. The smaller  
Gilpin Reserve however is more of a social park—  
best for dog walking and catching up with friends. 

The iconic, Victorian heritage Brunswick Baths is a 
year-round neighbourhood destination, with its outdoor 
and indoor heated pools, gym, and group fitness classes. 
Designed in 1913, it remains a local landmark to this day.

Conveniently connected
With a range of tram and bus routes servicing Sydney 
Road, residents are seamlessly connected to surrounding 
suburbs, including Melbourne’s CBD. 

4 Ballarat St. is also a mere five-minutes’ stroll to 
Brunswick Train Station, and a dedicated cycle path that 
runs alongside the train line—connecting residents to the 
Capital City Trail and the CBD.

Connectedto our
place
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4 Ballarat St. Brunswick

1. Lux Foundry Café
2. Code Black
3. Green Refectory
4. Project281 Café
5. Lobbs Café
6. Bhang
7. Los Hermanos Mexican
8. Beatbox Kitchen
9. Good Days
10. Brunswick Mess Hall
11. Very Good Falafel
12. Wide Open Road
13. Theodore’s

Restaurants & Cafes 

25. Basfoods Direct
26. Dejour Jeans
27. Mediterranean Wholesalers
28. Bunnings
29. The Source Bulk Foods
30. Woolworths
31. Barkley Square
32. Savers
33. Aldi
34. Ovens Street Bakery
35. A1 Bakery

Retail

14. Howler
15. JazzLab
16. Bar Oussou
17. The Penny Black
18. The Brunswick Green
19. The Cornish Arms
20. Welcome to Brunswick
21. Amelia Shaw
22. Joey Small
23. Rascal
24. Daddy Bar

Bars & Nightlife

36. Brunswick North West Primary
37. Moreland Primary School
38. St Margaret Mary’s Primary School
39. Brunswick Secondary College
40. Coburg High School
41. Santa Maria Secondary School
42. University of Melbourne
43. RMIT (Brunswick Campus)

Education

44. Brunswick Baths
45. CERES Community Environment Park

Leisure
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The cultural 
heart of

Brunswick



A brief walk around the neighbourhood, and you’ll get an 
immediate sense of Brunswick’s rich cultural identity that’s 
been cultivated by multiple generations and nationalities 
finding home here.  

Perhaps no other suburb in Melbourne presents the same 
abundance of food, art, music and entertainment. 

In this particular pocket, small, family-run businesses 
still thrive, neighbours know each other by name, local 
personalities roam the streets, and authentic flavours dot 
every corner. 

While Italians and Greeks found their place here decades 
ago, more recently immigrants from Lebanon and other 
parts of the Middle East have congregated on Sydney 
Road—contributing to the dynamic eat street it is today.

From food institutions, to music venues like the Howler 
and the Brunswick Mess Hall, the cultural life of 
Brunswick is at your door.



A1 Bakery



Mediterranean Wholesalers



Sparta Place, shopping and retail strip



Good Days, Vietnamese diner



Rascal, wine bar and bottle shop



Franco Cozzo, imported Italian furniture





Warm palettes, curious details
Inspired by the character, history and predominant 
terracotta hues of existing brickwork, apartments are 
accented with a warm colour palette and no-fuss design 
details such as terracotta tiles, hard-wearing benchtops, 
rich terracotta-colour kitchen feature joinery, and 
chrome finishing—reminiscent of those that have long 
appeared in local delis and cafes.

Light, bright and efficient
Cultivating strong connections between indoors and 
out, homes feature plenty of natural light and cross-flow 
ventilation—minimising energy usage and creating a 
greater sense of space. All apartments are made for  
long-term durability, functionality and sustainable living. 

Studio bed and living – artist impression only

Corners of  
the home



Level 7 kitchen and living – artist impression only
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Bathroom and living – artist impression only
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Exposed concrete soffit in living and kitchen areas

Terracotta-colour and light grey joinery in kitchen

Brushed chrome fixtures throughout the apartment

DEKTON kitchen benchtop (20mm) and bathroom 
vanity benchtops and splashback

Laminate finish wardrobes

Fixed rain shower head

Provision for dog door on balcony

Small considerations with grand intentions
From choices in materiality that reflect the  
layered personality of Brunswick, right through  
to fixtures, lighting and other finishes, every detail  
has been considered for its context, its impact on 
the environment, and how it will enable residents  
to live better. 

Here are the details you should know  
about your apartment at 4 Ballarat St. 

Heating, cooling and appliances

Timber floorboards, or optional linseed oil-based 
natural flooring in living, dining and bedrooms

Flooring

Track lighting to living, dining and kitchen areas

Feature wall lights in bathrooms

Downlights in bedrooms, bathrooms and laundry

LED strip lighting to kitchen splashback and bathroom 
mirror cabinet

Lighting

Design features

Fisher & Paykel appliances, including a fridge  
with freezer

High efficiency reverse cycle heating and cooling units 
in living and master bedroom

Ceiling fans in secondary bedrooms

Energy efficient double-glazed windows and doors

Curtains and/or blinds will be provided

Two bedroom, balcony, living and kitchen – artist impression only
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Clothes line
A shared clothes line gives you extra space for drying 
when you’re favouring an option more energy efficient 
than a standard dryer.

Communal laundry
While every apartment may have a dedicated laundry 
space and plumbing set up, there’s no need to worry if 
you don’t fancy getting your own machine. Instead, make 
use of the commercial washers available on the roof. 

Spaces that feel like home
True to Brunswick’s sense of community, Ballarat St. 
has been designed to bring people together—offering 
residents an enriched and connected life beyond their 
four walls.

Shared spaces provide meaningful, convenient and 
functional areas to work, eat, and hang out. Design 
features like open walkways are also a way to extend 
the spaces of the home, encourage casual interactions 
between neighbours, and build an authentic sense of 
community. External staircases too—while supporting  
air circulation, and enriching the design, are a perfect 
spot to sit for a while, and catch the western sun.

A rooftop pavilion to gather, and grow
On level eight you’ll find a shared rooftop garden  
that boasts an impressive view of Melbourne’s skyline. 

A space to use as and when you like, it features several 
social zones to come together, entertain guests, host a 
barbeque, or simply to shoot the breeze. 

The rooftop is also a space for pets to roam free in a 
designated dog park, for children to play, or to flex your 
green thumb in the garden and planting space.

BBQ area
At 4 Ballarat St. the walls of your apartment aren’t the 
limit to your ‘home.’  We want you to live freely beyond 
them, including being able to host events and parties 
upstairs on the rooftop, or to cook for friends with our 
communal barbeque.

Made for
life
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Assemble Space on the ground floor
The Assemble Space will be your point of call for  
all services and spaces at 4 Ballarat St. 

A place to grab coffee, or have a drink, it’s also  
where you’ll find your Assemble neighbourhood 
team. They’ll be on-hand to support all your needs—
from using the workshop and the lending library, to 
arranging parcel pick up. Our neighbourhood team can 
also help you with the Assemble App—a platform to 
order everyday essentials at bulk-buying discounts,  
or to log maintenance issues, book communal Assemble 
spaces, or share ideas online.

A multi-purpose workshop
For odd jobs where you’d prefer not to mess up your 
apartment, we’ve created a multi-purpose workshop 
space on the ground floor.

Complete with work benches, shared tools and a  
wash sink, it’s a place to get things done, and lean  
on your neighbours for a helping hand. 

Lending library
The lending library is made to house all the little  
things you can’t live without, but rarely use. Like a step 
ladder, a slow-cooker, or tools you need to fix your bike. 
It’s all about saving residents’ money through the power 
of sharing.

Parcel room and cool storage
While you’re out and about—working and living,  
our parcel room is a convenient and secure place  
for delivery services to leave your online purchases.  
If you’re thinking about ordering groceries and drinks, 
you can too—our cool storage space keeps them fresh 
until you get home. 

Secure bike spots
Bikes were made for Brunswick, so we’ve ensured  
4 Ballarat St. is home to abundant bicycle storage,  
so you can rest easy knowing your bike is safe and  
easily accessible.

We can house over 207 bikes and have also factored 
in a dedicated entry point which separates vehicle and 
pedestrian traffic.

Multi-purpose room
The multi-purpose room at Ballarat St. is the perfect 
place for any type of event. Planning a communal yoga 
class? Hosting a dinner party? This is yours to use— 
as and when you like. 

Multi-purpose space – artist impression only
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For 4 Ballarat St. Brunswick, we worked with 
consultants Atelier Ten to ensure best practice waste 
and sustainability targets are in place, and more planet 
friendly solutions are embedded throughout the 
building—to reduce our environmental impact and  
enhance the quality of life of our residents.

4 Ballarat St. follows a clear set of design principles 
to ensure all apartments offer natural light, cross flow 
ventilation, and connection to landscaping and open 
space. They are also fully electric, and run on 100% 
renewable energy. 

Closing the loop on waste
Around half of all waste generated in homes is  
food waste. 

As part of Assemble’s wider organic waste 
management strategy, residents of 4 Ballarat St.  
can contribute to the health and wellbeing of the land 
beneath them through a closed loop system. 

The onsite bio-composter will use microbial 
technology and heat to reduce organic waste volumes 
by up to 90% in 24 hours—essentially turning harmful  
food waste into valuable fertiliser. 

Residents can then use the fertiliser to enhance  
the soil in our rooftop veggie gardens, or give away  
to local community gardens and green thumb family 
and friends!

Rooftop Solar PV energy generation and distribution system 
to achieve up to 45kW on-site renewable energy

Provision for car sharing and electric vehicle charging facilities

Generous bike storage

Minimum 7.5 NatHERS rating on average

Exposed concrete soffit to provide thermal mass, 
to help regulate internal temperature

Highly efficient heating and cooling reverse cycle system, 
as well as ceiling fans

Full height double-glazing to balconies for views out 
and daylight penetration

Communal laundry and clotheslines to encourage 
lower energy use

Low VOC materials used throughout design

Sustainable water management through re-use and 
recycling of stormwater to toilets and secret landscapes

Greener design features

Our

sustainable
future
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This publication is printed on ecoStar+ uncoated Indigo 100% recycled 
paper, an environmentally responsible paper made Carbon Neutral 
and the fibre source is FSC (CoC) Recycled certified. ecoStar+ is 
manufactured from 100% post consumer recycled paper in a process 
chlorine free environment under the ISO 14001 environmental 
management system.

Get in touch with our commitments team: 
03 8080 1080

For all other inquiries: 
hello@assemblecommunities.com  
1300 181 295 
www.assemble4ballaratst.com

Assemble is located on the traditional lands of the Wurundjeri people 
of the Kulin nation. We acknowledge that sovereignty was never ceded 
and pay our respects to elders past and present, and extend this 
respect to other Indigenous Australians.

This brochure has been prepared for information purposes. All images 
are artist impressions, may not be to scale and are intended as a guide 
only. Dimensions, areas, fittings, fixtures, specifications, landscape 
paved areas, are indicative and subject to change without notice. 
Features shown on land external to the development are indicative only 
and beyond the control of the developer. Furniture, whitegoods and other 
loose items, unless expressly stated, are not included with any property. 
Refer to Contract of Sale and specifications for more information. The 
information in this brochure does not constitute a representation for 
the purpose of any Contract of Sale which will constitute the entire 
agreement in respect of any purchase. Reproduction in any form either 
in whole or part is forbidden, without the prior permission of Assemble 
Communities. Prospective purchasers must rely on their own enquiries 
and seek their own independent professional advice before entering 
into an Agreement for Lease and a Contract of Sale. © 2020 Assemble 
Communities Pty Ltd.

Assemble
Assemble is a housing developer and community 
management business on a mission to make
thoughtfully designed, sustainable homes more 
accessible, to more people.

With a deep respect for people and place, we create 
communities that embrace diversity, reflect local 
culture, and nurture a stronger sense of ownership and 
belonging.

Since 2010, we’ve been committed to solving the 
significant issue of housing affordability and security in 
Australia. That cause continues to drive us today as we 
scale for real impact.

Fieldwork
4 Ballarat St. marks the third Assemble project created 
in partnership with Fieldwork, the first, 122 Roseneath 
Street, Clifton Hill, and the second, 393 Macaulay Road 
Kensington.

Fieldwork is a Melbourne-based architecture and 
interior design studio founded in 2013.

Our team and partners

Since then, the practice has grown into a team of  
more than 25 practitioners, with expertise spanning 
the fields of architecture, commerce, design, urbanism, 
publishing and art.

The team believes in active architecture that both 
shapes, and is shaped by social, political, aesthetic, 
emotional and economic forces.

Rush Wright Associates
Rush Wright Associates is an award winning design 
practice based in Melbourne.

The team offers consultancy services in landscape 
architecture, urban design and constructed ecology. 

They believe landscapes and public spaces 
should go beyond superficial formal gestures to 
embrace sustainability, community values and a new 
environmental agenda.

For over 20 years, Rush Wright Associates has 
built their reputation on a commitment to achieving  
innovative and diverse design outcomes that 
ultimately aim to connect people to each other and 
their environment.

fieldworkprojects.com.au
150 Langridge St, Collingwood VIC 3066
Phone: 9081 2401

rushwright.com
Level 5/105 Queen St, Melbourne VIC 3000
Phone: 9600 4255
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